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Abstract 
 

Children are such a segment, which needs to have certain television programs that are 
relevant to their ages. Various children's programs have been created and broadcasted over 
the country by most private television stations in Indonesia, such as RCTI, SCTV, IVM, 
GTV, TRANS7, TRANS, ANTV, Metro, MNCTV and TVOne. Almost all of these stations 
at least have one “children” typology program in the form of series / series animation / 
puppet, music / variety show / light entertainment, quiz / game shows or edutainment. It is 
so miserable to observe “adult” advertisements that often appear with the children’s 
programs which are not appropriate to be watched by children.  

The advertising ethics or the broadcasting legislation in Indonesia has neglected 
any restrictions for the type of advertisements, which are permitted to appear with the 
children's programs. This makes “adult” advertisements can be put on the children's 
program without hassle during commercial break. “Adult” advertisements in this case, are 
advertisements aimed at adult segment which has contents that should not be watched by 
children. For example, advertisements which visually show the relationship between man 
and woman that leads to physical contact based on sexual desire and advertisements which 
contain “adult” conversations involving both man and woman. Advertising as a form of 
mass communication has a power to shape public knowledge, attitudes, and values. 
Unfortunately, children as the audience do not always have ability to switch television 
channel into another when commercial breaks turn in. That is, children will be more 
relatively exposed to such advertisements. 

This research examined the load of “adult” advertisements showed during 
commercial breaks on highly rated children’s programs, in various nation-wide private tv 
stations in Indonesia, over eleven months ended November 2015. The program ratings are 
based on Nielsen’s rating, which are run through Arianna software that limits the viewers 
to those with age between 5 and 14-year old. Nielsen is well known for its regular survey 
on television audience throughout ten major cities in Indonesia, namely greater Jakarta, 
Bandung, Semarang, greater Surabaya, Medan, Makassar, greater Yogyakarta, Palembang, 
Denpasar, and greater Banjarmasin. The type of advertisements in this research covers 
commercial ads and public service ads. 

The results show that “adult" advertisements exist in every highly rated children's 
program during commercial breaks. This suggests that advertisers, advertising agencies, 
and the media have freely placed “adult" advertisement in children's programs during the 
breaks. It has been known that government of Indonesia has already put in place the 
regulation that limits the contents of the children’s programs and it has been refined from 
time to time including the advertising ethics related to, for example, cigarette ads, condom 
ads, multivitamin ads, and many more. Now, it is the time for the government to put in 
place a regulation that limits the contents of any advertisements to be showed in the 
children’s programs during commercial breaks. The study’s limitation as well as future 
research directions are also discussed. 
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Introduction 

This research begins with the concern for many “adult” advertisements that often 

appear in the children’s programs which are not appropriate to be watched by 

children. They are one of the segments in television audience. According to 

Nielsen’s data, around 200 children's programs have been created and broadcasted 

over the country by most private television stations in Indonesia, such as RCTI, 

SCTV, IVM, GTV, TRANS7, TRANS, ANTV, Metro, MNCTV and TVOne. 

Almost all of these stations at least have one “children” typology program in the 

form of series / series animation / puppet, music / variety show / light entertainment, 

quiz / game shows or edutainment. However, if we observe carefully, there are 

advertisements intended for adult segment in the children programs. These ads are 

“adult” ads which contain elements of sexuality. For example, advertisements 

which visually show the relationship between man and woman that leads to physical 

contact based on sexual desire and advertisements which contain “adult” 

conversations involving both man and woman.  

Advertising as a form of mass communication has a power to shape public 

knowledge, attitudes, and values. Unfortunately, children as the audience do not 

always have ability to switch television channel into another when commercial 

breaks turn in. That is, children will be more relatively exposed to such 

advertisements. Deeper concern about advertising and children which are put 

together is children are segment that perceived as innocent, that need protection, 

while advertiser is viewed as seducer, subverting reason, and seducing with rhetoric 

(Goode & Ben-Yehuda, 2009). The sexual visual and content in ads, then, will be 

regarded as social reality portrayed in television by children viewers. With 

minimum control at their ages, they will imitate the content easily in their daily 

lives, which is not appropriate for them.   

Many studies that related to advertising and children have looked at 

children’s response to particular advertising message (Donohue et al. 1980; Gaines 



and Esserman, 1981; Kunkel and Roberts, 1991; Macklin, 1987) or when they do 

understand persuasive intent at various ages (Smith, 1995). Smith looked directly 

at the content of advertisement and evaluated that content based on what cognitive 

abilities children have at different ages. Different with the previous research on 

advertising and children, this research examined the load of “adult” advertisements; 

frequency and duration – showed during commercial breaks on highly rated 

children’s programs, in various nation-wide private tv stations in Indonesia, over 

eleven months ended November 2015. The program ratings are based on Nielsen’s 

rating, which are run through Arianna software that limits the viewers to those with 

age between 5 and 14-year old. Nielsen is well known for its regular survey on 

television audience throughout ten major cities in Indonesia, namely greater 

Jakarta, Bandung, Semarang, greater Surabaya, Medan, Makassar, greater 

Yogyakarta, Palembang, Denpasar, and greater Banjarmasin. The type of 

advertisements in this research covers commercial ads and public service ads. This 

research also briefly explained the “adult” content in each ads which were showed 

in each programs. 

 

Children and Media: How Much Protection? 

Concerning about advertisement and children on television, as this paper would 

examine, is inseparable from elaborating roles of media in general towards young 

people. Today’s media and young people phenomenon represents part of a wider 

public debate about how much protection children need in a society. Media, in fact, 

represents one of the most powerful and underappreciated influences on children’s 

development and health (Strasburger, Jordan, & Donnerstain, 2012). More than 50 

years of media research and thousands of media effects studies provide evidence to 

the potential power of the media to influence practically every concern that parents 

and children have about young people, i.e. aggressive behavior, sex, drugs, obesity, 

eating disorders, school performance, suicide and depression (Strasburger, Wilson, 

& Jordan, 2009).  

 



In Indonesia, television is on the first rank of children’s media use amongst 

age 9-15 (see table 1 below), compare to other media such as electronic games, 

comics, books, audio player, radio, etc (Hendriyani et al, 2012).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Indonesian children’ media use 

 

Further, the high rank of television use is evidently related to the media 

environment and ownership at children’s homes (Hendriyani et al, 2012) as 

depicted on Table 2. It can be seen that the availability of television both at home 

and in the bedrooms was high-numbered. It is then argued that in such environment, 

protecting controlling children’s media consumption becomes increasingly 

challenging to parents in addition to today’s greater expansion of new 

communication technologies. According to the Consumer Media View Research 

(May, 2015), as depicted in table 3, television is still the popular mass media in 

Indonesia. Even the presence of the Internet as a new media over the years show a 

growing number of users, but the latest data from the Consumer Media View shows 

that television viewing in Indonesia from year to year is relatively stable. As much 

as 98.47% children aged 10-14, ABC class, watch (terrestrial) TV which 2% higher 

than the total sample for all ages. TV penetration among children is far above than 

other media.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 2. Indonesian children’s media environment 

 

 

Totals Totals MF 10-14 
ABC 

WATCH TV 96.06 98.47 
WATCH PAY TV 4.35 2.31 
LISTEN RADIO 16.05 9.07 
USE INTERNET 33.86 38.66 
WATCH CINEMA 4.19 2.28 

SEE STATIC OUTDOOR 
ADVERTISEMENT 51.88 40.59 

SEE ADVERTISEMENT IN 
PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION 

42.16 31.63 

NPP 11.09 3.13 
TABLOID 4.46 2.15 
MAGAZINE 2.9 3.24 

Table 3. Consumer Media View 2015, Month 05 [Q2]  

 

TV Content. TV Advertisements, and Its Impact to Young Viewers: Prior 

Research Reviews 

Research that reported that both programs and advertisements on television can be 

powerfully help children’s learning is many (for instance, see Lawrence, 1987). In 

addition, messages through television can be transmitted effectively to help children 

learn empathy, racial and ethnic tolerance, and a variety of interpersonal skills 



(Hogan & Strassburger in Nucci & Naavaez, 2008), however, the contrast research 

findings reporting negative effects of television consumption by children also 

numerous. It is deemed that when consumed without adult proper surveillance in 

this case involve parents and governments, television viewing by children may 

cause health and mental risks. When it is too much viewed, television may cause 

eating disorders which then lead to obesity. Further, when the content viewed is not 

suitable, children may be endangered with mental disorders such as aggressive 

behavior, and so on and so forth.  

Extensive research has been conducted and reported that media violence can 

contribute to children’s aggressive behavior, ignorance behavior to violence, 

presence of nightmares, and increasing fear of being harmed (American Academy 

of Pediatrics, 2001). In addition, it was also found that the frequent use of media by 

children such as television, music, movies, magazines, and the internet, which 

expose mature theme, becomes important factors in the initiation of sexual 

intercourse on their earlier age of teenage life (Strasburger, 2010).  

 

Sexual Socialization, Advertisements in Children Program, Media Perceptual 

Characteristic by Age, and Cultivation Theory 

Social scientist have been researching how children consume and affected by 

television. The research result remain consistent – television does influence 

behavior in children.  

[1] Too much time in front of the TV compounds the likelihood of childhood 
obesity.[2] The presence of TVs in children’s bedrooms has been linked to 
poorer academic performance.[3] Exposure to sexual themes increases the 
likelihood that children will experiment with and become sexually active at 
an earlier age.[4]  (Parents Television Council, 2006) 

 

Sexual socialization is the process by which individuals come to understand who 

they are sexually and learn the appropriate behaviors associated with their sexual 

identities (Bobkowski & Shafer, 2015). Media play role as agents of sexual 

socialization. The Indonesian youth spends more time using media on a daily basis 

than they do attending school, interacting with peers, interacting with parents and 



family. In this paper, media refer to television, specifically advertisements in 

children program which showed sexual content.  

 Advertisements in children program are all ads that showed in one specific 

program during commercial break. It can be included commercial ads, public 

service ads, and various other programs’ advertisements owned by the tv stations. 

Advertisements in this study limited to commercial ads and public service ads. Total 

duration for one session of commercial break in specific program is about 5-6 

minutes with 10-12 ads (30 sec duration for each ads). When the program has one 

hour show time, it will have 2 to 5 commercial breaks depend on the program, and 

around 10-12 total ads in every break.  

How many “adult” ads were showed in one children programs? How do the 

ads content? It, then, really matters to discuss about the restriction of ads that can 

be showed in children programs. Perhaps not only because of the load (frequency) 

of the “adult” ads, but more importantly because the ads will potentially disseminate 

seductive sexual content though it aired only in minimum frequency. 

Children do not always have ability to switch television channel into another 

when commercial breaks turn in. Moreover, children enjoy the advertisements and 

they sometimes adopting catchphrases or jingles into their playground culture 

(O’Sullivan, 2005). They are very easy to do imitations and vulnerable segments to 

be persuaded. As Bandura provided some developmental comments for children’s 

retention: “In early years, the child’s imitative responses are evoked directly and 

immediately by models’ actions. Later on, imitative responses are usually 

performed without the models present, long after the behavior has been observed” 

(Kundanis, 2003 : 14). 

 The first four years of child’s life, given the opportunity, kids can do a lot 

of moral learning. They can learn about rules and limits and up to age 8 cannot 

differentiate fantasy from reality (Kundanis, 2003). Therefore, they need to be 

accompanied when watching television program. 

Children at various age using media differently and they respond or act 

differently as well. These are the media perceptual characteristic by various age as 

Doubleday & Droege stated (Kundanis, 2003 : 25 – 29): 



Preschoolers 2–5 

Children at pre-schoolers are in the process of learning that television programming 

is not real. By age 4 or 5, children can differentiate the ads from the programs. They 

also trust commercials more than older children. But even they recall and 

understand the commercial less than older children, they are more affected by the 

formal features. 

 

Younger Children 6–8 

Children at this age begin to understand the persuasive intent of advertising. The 

younger still have higher trust but lower recall and understanding of commercial 

message. They learn best when audio and video are interdependent and the use of 

narrator on television.  

 

Older Children 9–12 

In their middle elementary years, children can process audio and video 

independently, so that narration is not necessary. At this age, children can recall 

content in ads and can infer missing content. Older children are better able to 

differentiate programs from commercials. They also recall and understand the 

commercial messages and pay less attention to commercials and trust less the 

messages. At this age, they are more critical and less affected by formal features.  

 

Younger Teens 13–15 

At this age, they are not adults, nor are they children. They are in the developmental 

stage we call adolescence. Teens look to their peers for information but they also 

refer to television as nonparental information source. The teens are thus a good 

match for the medium television in that their view of the world is very similar to 

the television’s worldview.  Starburger said teens are at risk for sexually charged 

message: “Although teenagers are probably not as susceptible as young children to 

media violence, they may be more susceptible to sexual content.” 

 

  



George Gerbner with his Cultivation theory regarded television as the 

dominant force in shaping modern society. He was convinced that the power of 

television comes from the symbolic content of the real-life drama shown hour after 

hour, week after week, day after day. At its root, television is society’s institutional 

storyteller, and a society’s stories give “a coherent picture of what exists, what is 

important, what is related to what, and what is right.” (Griffin, 2011 : 29).  

 Gerbner was more concern that what people see in television world affect 

viewers’ belief about the world around them and the feelings connected to those 

beliefs. When children come to believe that the world around them is filled with 

crime, they’re also likely to feel scared about the prospect of enganging in that 

crime-filled world. This explanation applies also for advertisements in children 

program, which comes from the symbolic content of real-life drama as well, and 

when children spend ‘living’ in the television world, the more likely they are believe 

the real-life drama portrayed on television.  

   

Television Regulations in Indonesia: Restriction towards Advertisement of 

Children Program 

It has been known that government of Indonesia has already put in place the 

regulation that limits the contents of the children’s programs and it has been refined 

from time to time including the advertising ethics related to, for example, cigarette 

ads, condom ads, multivitamin ads, and many more.  

 There are some regulation relating to broadcasting, advertising ethics, and 

consumer protection, such as: Keputusan Komisi Penyiaran Indonesia Nomor 

009/SK/KPI/8/2004 concerning to Broadcasting Code and Conduct and Standard 

of Broadcast Program; Keputusan Menteri Kesehatan Republik Indonesia Nomor 

368/Men.Kes/SK/IV/1994 concerning to advertising guidelines of the counter 

drugs, traditional medicines, medical appliance, cosmetics, household health 

supplies and food and beverage; Manners and Procedures for Indonesia Advertising 

(Tata Krama dan Tata Cara Periklanan Indonesia); The Set of Rules and Ethics of 

Indonesia Advertising (Himpunan Peraturan dan Etika Periklanan Indonesia) 

concerning to Advertising on Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia, Peraturan 



Pemerintah Republik Indonesia, Peraturan Menteri Republik Indonesia, Peraturan 

Direktur Jenderal Republik Indonesia dan Tata Krama Periklanan; Undang-Undang 

Republik Indonesia Nomor 32 Tahun 2002 concerning to Broadcasting; and 

Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia Nomor 8 Tahun 1999. None of all these 

regulations discuss specifically about the ads restrictions that allow to be showed 

in the children's program during commercial breaks.  

 

Methodology 

This research examined the load of “adult” advertisements showed during 

commercial breaks on highly rated children’s programs, in various nation-wide 

private TV stations in Indonesia, over eleven months ended November 2015. The 

type of advertisements in this research covers commercial ads and public service 

ads. The program ratings are based on Nielsen’s rating, which are run through 

Arianna software that limits the viewers to those with age between 5 and 14-year 

old.  

Nielsen is well known for its regular survey on television audience 

throughout ten major cities in Indonesia, namely greater Jakarta, Bandung, 

Semarang, greater Surabaya, Medan, Makassar, greater Yogyakarta, Palembang, 

Denpasar, and greater Banjarmasin.  

TV audience measurement is like ‘traffic counter’ that gives information on: 

(1) How many people watch a program 

(2) How many people watch in the morning/afternoon/night 

(3) What is their demographic profile 

(4) How many types of programs are there 

(5) How many advertising spots are there 

From Arianna post buy analysis, this research classified all the ads that 

showed in children programs as “sexual” and “non-sexual.”  Then the frequency of 

sexual ads occurrence calculated in every week from January until November, 

2015. 

 

  



Result and Discussion 

 

Television has become children's most consumed media. Parental guidance 

therefore is vital for children while watching television by children. The presence of 

program guidance such as SU (all segment), BO (parental guidance), D (Adult) seem 

to be adequately help adults to investigate which programs are suitable and safe for 

children. This probably true, however, this research paper found that there were 

other elements in the program should be paid attention to: the advertisements.  

 From table 4 below, we can see the top 50 children program based on TV 

Rating (TVR). TVR is % of a universe of homes or people tuned to a particular 

program.     

Market Target Activity       

ALL-
Markets MF 5-14 ABC 

Non 
Bedtime 
Viewing       

Counter Description (grouped) Channel Level 

2\Variable 000s (r) 
TVR Share Index 

24 NGABUBURIT BARENG 
UPIN IPIN MNCTV Children 496 5.80 31.9 206 

35 HARI MISTERI MNCTV Children 455 5.25 31.7 198 

72 ADIT & SOPO 
JARWO(D03) MNCTV Children 378 4.41 20.7 150 

96 BOBOI BOY MNCTV Children 358 4.17 26.4 180 

129 UPIN & IPIN DAN 
KAWAN-KAWAN MNCTV Children 338 3.95 30.4 163 

162 LPP MNCTV Children 324 3.76 23.0 167 

184 UPIN & IPIN MNCTV Children 313 3.64 24.7 168 

200 DORAEMON RCTI Children 310 3.60 24.2 154 

237 THE ADVENTURES OF 
CHAPLIN MNCTV Children 295 3.45 21.2 153 

243 DEMI 
METROMILLENIUM MNCTV Children 298 3.44 21.9 226 

265 PETUALANGAN 
LAKSAMANA UPIN & I MNCTV Children 289 3.35 21.8 159 

303 GRAB&PLAY WONDER 
BALL'S!(D03) MNCTV Children 281 3.27 23.1 172 

305 BIMA X RCTI Children 280 3.27 21.3 159 

314 TOY STORY OF TERROR! RCTI Children 279 3.24 16.9 205 

367 BIMA SAKTI&LITTLE 
KRISHNA(R) ANTV Children 266 3.10 21.9 169 

397 ROBIN HOOD MNCTV Children 262 3.04 19.8 160 



Market Target Activity       

ALL-
Markets MF 5-14 ABC 

Non 
Bedtime 
Viewing       

Counter Description (grouped) Channel Level 

2\Variable 000s (r) 
TVR Share Index 

444 A CARS TOON MATER'S 
TALL TALES RCTI Children 252 2.91 17.5 117 

479 CURIOUS GEORGE ANTV Children 242 2.83 18.3 159 

493 LET'S PLAY WITH NYAM 
NYAM MNCTV Children 244 2.81 17.9 212 

506 NEW OSCAR'S OASIS MNCTV Children 241 2.79 17.7 146 

513 PADA ZAMAN DAHULU MNCTV Children 239 2.79 24.0 159 

547 KEJUTAN ISTIMEWA MNCTV Children 233 2.72 21.0 130 

587 KISNA ANTV Children 227 2.65 20.0 145 

678 CHHOTA BHEEM ANTV Children 217 2.53 17.3 150 

680 OSCAR'S OASIS MNCTV Children 218 2.53 21.6 155 

689 CHAPLIN AND CO(D03) MNCTV Children 216 2.52 16.7 164 

690 KISNA(R) ANTV Children 216 2.52 18.3 150 

700 BERNARD BEAR MNCTV Children 215 2.51 18.1 150 

720 PUTERI MNCTV Children 214 2.48 20.7 168 

733 CRIME TIME(D03) MNCTV Children 212 2.47 18.0 176 

745 CHHOTA BHEEM AND 
THE SHINOBI(R ANTV Children 210 2.46 16.7 162 

796 LET'S PLAY WITH CJR MNCTV Children 206 2.40 13.6 187 

797 JUNIOR MASTERCHEF 
INDONESIA RCTI Children 206 2.40 14.2 100 

819 BIMA SAKTI CHHOTA 
BHEEM ANTV Children 203 2.37 21.6 147 

828 ALVINNN!!! AND THE 
CHIPMUNKS MNCTV Children 203 2.37 17.9 169 

837 THE JUNGLE 
BUNCH(D03) MNCTV Children 204 2.36 18.9 181 

871 ALIEN MONKEYS MNCTV Children 200 2.33 17.7 175 

883 TERSESAT DI DUNIA 
MILLENIUM MNCTV Children 199 2.32 15.8 138 

885 CHHOTA 
BHEEM&KRISHNA(R) ANTV Children 198 2.32 19.1 137 

888 SHAUN THE SHEEP MNCTV Children 198 2.31 15.5 174 

913 MR BEAN ANTV Children 196 2.29 13.4 163 

922 ARJUN PRINCE OF BALI ANTV Children 196 2.28 16.8 147 

943 CHHOTA BHEEM(R) ANTV Children 194 2.26 16.4 149 

1032 CRAYON SHINCHAN RCTI Children 188 2.19 14.8 156 

1056 MR BEAN(R) ANTV Children 187 2.18 14.1 156 



Market Target Activity       

ALL-
Markets MF 5-14 ABC 

Non 
Bedtime 
Viewing       

Counter Description (grouped) Channel Level 

2\Variable 000s (r) 
TVR Share Index 

1075 UPIN IPIN DAN KAWAN-
KAWAN MNCTV Children 186 2.16 25.5 206 

1090 NARUTO GTV Children 185 2.15 11.0 139 

1100 LEON(D03) MNCTV Children 184 2.15 16.4 175 

1116 SHERIFF CALLIE'S WILD 
WEST MNCTV Children 184 2.14 24.4 179 

1150 BAKUGAN 
MECHTANIUM SURGE IVM Children 182 2.12 10.9 173 

Table 4. Top 50 Children Program – 01/01/2015 – 31/12/2015 (Nielsen) 

 

Programs for children on television in fact provide parents with no safety 

assurance particularly during commercials. Whilst it is evident that advertisements 

on television are important to broadcasting survival, the contents and placements 

are way far uncontrolled. This makes any other efforts that have been put to protect 

young generation from harmful media exposure such as violence and mature  

content become meaningless. What is more, advertisements are made to persuade 

its audience so that exaggerations are common. Unfortunately, children do not 

understand this. They watch and they very likely to believe, and it is natural if they, 

then, imitate what they see in the advertisement on television. Findings of this 

research show that during January-November 2015, children programs on 

television in Indonesia in fact exposed advertisement with sexual content.   

Further, adult theme in advertisement exposure on children programs was 

depicted as follows: 

1. Women with mini dresses dance with men 

2. Women clean up windows wearing sexy dresses so that men would stare at them  

3. A man hugs a woman  

4. A woman hugs a man 

5. Shots of women's curves in sexy dresses  

6. Women's bodies wrapped in towels  



7. A scene of a man kisses a woman  

8. An explicit shower scene  

9. A scene exposing woman's back 

10. A man and woman doing romantic scene 

11. Female voice sigh when saying copy/tagline 

12. A woman seduces a man 

13. A woman imagined being kiss by a man 

14. A woman wears sexy sleeping suit and applies hand body over her body 

15. A woman is wears sexy clothes, dances and sings with seductive body gesture 

16. A woman shows her cleavage 

 

From table 5 below, it can be seen that in every week, from January until 

November, sexual ads spread in children’s program. From the number of 

advertising spots, the highest frequency of sexual advertisements occurred in the 

range of July-September, 2016. At these months, non-sexual advertisements also 

appeared more than other months. There were school holidays, fasting month and 

Eid holidays during July – September 2016. The important point is, “adult” ads or 

sexual ads were spread in various children's programs. If there are 200 children’s 

programs broadcasted in various private television, as we seen in table 5, the highest 

percentage of sexual ads entering the children’s program was 70% (September, 

week 3). And there were at least 6 weeks in the span of July to September that the 

percentages of sexual ads entering the children’s program were 50%. The average 

frequency of the sexual ads showed in one children’s program was 4 to 6. Despite 

the frequency of “adult” ads in children’s program not always high in every week, 

it is still important to notice that “adult” content have been exposing our children, 

every month, every week, most probably every day, in several children’s programs 

through advertisements. 

Gerbner with his Cultivation Theory mentioned that people with continuous 

viewing of television may slowly be unable to differentiate between media show 

and reality. Eventually, it is very likely that they believe what they see as normal 



phenomenon in real life, including violence and sex pictured on television. 

Children, with no ability to criticize television content are believed to be a more 

fragile group that easily embrace whatever television offers them. Advertisements 

in between programs, for sure, are included. Albeit not as much, the presence of 

repeated unsuitable content of advertisement on children programs on television is 

deemed to make similar impact with the program itself, with the absence of control. 

Children will be easily dragged into advertisement exposure as depicted in the 

following media perceptual characteristics. 

 

 
Table 5. Number of Spot, Number of Program with Sexual Content Ads, Average Number of 

Spot per Program with Sexual Content Ads. Januari – November, 2016 (Nielsen) 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
(01 - 04) (05 - 11) (12- 18) (19 - 25) (26 - 31) (01- 08) (09 - 15)(16 - 22) (23 - 28) (01- 08) (09 - 15) (16 - 22) (23 - 29) (30-31)

Number of spot 1 11 19 20 32 61 59 49 43 0 54 44 25 31 10
Number of 
program with 
sexual content 
ads

1 9 10 10 15 30 36 30 17 0 26 23 17 20 8

Average 1 1.2 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.6 2.5 0.0 2.1 1.9 1.5 1.6 1.3

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
(01- 05) (06- 12) (13-19) (20-26) (27-30) (01-03) (04-10) (11-17) (18-24) (25-31) (1-7) (8-14) (15-21) (22-28) (20-29)

Number of spot 24 33 36 42 25 22 70 20 6 0 2 0 0 0 0
Number of 
program with 
sexual content 
ads

10 13 20 22 14 13 23 14 3 0 1 0 0 0 0

Average 2.40 2.54 1.80 1.91 1.79 1.69 3.04 1.43 2.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
(01-05) (06-12) (13-19) (20-26) (27-31) (01-02) (03-09) (10-16) (17-23) (24-31) (01-06) (07-13) (14-20) (21-27) (28-30)

Number of spot 214 367 242 172 219 166 671 732 529 309 469 604 613 449 75
Number of 
program with 
sexual content 
ads

56 65 49 41 45 53 128 120 103 64 86 120 142 104 19

Average 3.8 5.6 4.9 4.2 4.9 3.1 5.2 6.1 5.1 4.8 5.5 5.0 4.3 4.3 3.9

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4
(01-04) (05-11) (12-18) (19-25) (26-31) (01-08) (09-15) (16-22) (23-30)

Number of spot 62 295 390 341 128 204 1
Number of 
program with 
sexual content 
ads

29 82 85 83 33 67 1

Average 2.1 3.6 4.6 4.1 3.9 3.0 1.0

F/Week (Sexual Content) F/Week (Sexual Content) F/Week (Sexual Content)
April Mei Juni

Februari Maret
F/Week (Sexual Content) F/Week (Sexual Content) F/Week (Sexual Content)

Januari

F/Week (Sexual Content) F/Week (Sexual Content)
Oktober November

F/Week (Sexual Content) F/Week (Sexual Content) F/Week (Sexual Content)
Juli Agustus September



Conclusion and Recommendation 

 

The results show that “adult" advertisements exist in every highly rated children's 

program during commercial breaks. This suggests that advertisers, advertising 

agencies, and the media have freely placed “adult" advertisement in children's 

programs during the breaks. It has been known that government of Indonesia has 

already put in place the regulation that limits the contents of the children’s programs 

and it has been refined from time to time including the advertising ethics related to, 

for example, cigarette ads, condom ads, multivitamin ads, and many more. Now, it 

is the time for the government, through Komisi Penyiaran Indonesia (KPI) and 

Komisi Perlindungan Anak Indonesia (KPAI) to put in place a regulation that limits 

the contents of any advertisements to be showed in the children’s programs during 

commercial breaks. The purpose of this regulation is to avoid the socialization of 

sexuality through commercials break on children's programs, which is as important 

as the program itself.  

 The limitation of this study are (1) the effect of “adult” ads in various age 

category from preschooler, younger children, older children, and younger teens has 

not been explored yet. It is important to understand how they respond the “adult” 

ads considering the level of their maturity. (2) not involving various programs 

advertisement owned by the TV station. In fact, this kind of ads often appear in 

children’s programs. The ads (as an on air program promotion) often expose the 

sexual content including gesture and utterance amongst it talents.  
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